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　　Abstract　　The modern mult i-channel cochlear implants usually ext ract and encode the temporal envelope cues.This kind of algo-

rithms can hardly satisfy the users w ho speak tonal languages , such as Mandarin.Many studies have tried to enhance the recognit ion abi li-
t y of Mandarin through encoding tonal informat ion and made suggestions to f requency-modulate the fixed pulse-rate carrier w ith the ex-

t racted tonal informat ion based on the rate-pitch theory in elect ric hearing.However , how to encode and deliver the tonal informat ion such

as F
0
by changing elect ric-stimulus rate has not got further study in clinical elect ric-stimulus mode.The present paper focuses on this mat-

t er by piecew ise calculating the appreciable electric-stimulus rates.Then an elect ric-stimulus encoding algorithm of Mandarin tone is

b rought forward and test ified through acoustic simulations.Such conclusion can be draw n that this algorithm of elect ric-st imulus rate could

convey tonal information well and help to enhance the Mandarin speech recognition ability.

　　Keywords:　cochlear implant , tone , fundamental frequency , electric-stimulus rate.

　　Cochlear implant(CI)is a neural prosthetic de-
vice to deliver elect ric stimulus to audito ry nerve di-
rectly.It is used to provide the sensation of hearing to

those w ho are profoundly deaf and has achieved im-
pressive speech intelligibility results in quiet.The

modern multi-channel devices mostly ext ract the tem-
po ral envelope w hich is typically used to amplitude

modulate a fixed-rate pulse t rain carrier , but discard
the spectral f ine structure in acoustic stimulus.
Nonetheless , the tone recognition ability of most Chi-
nese CI users remains quite poor even af ter several

years of device use
[ 1—4]

.Generally , tone recognition

scores reported in these studies ranged from 50% to

70%.Compared with 99%±3.0%[ 5] in normal

hearing subjects , this result can hardly meet the

needs of Chinese CI users.

Although there is evidence for that the availabili-
ty of pitch cues has litt le ef fect on performance in

simple measures of speech perception such as vow el

and consonant recognition of English[ 6] , i t is no

doubt that for tonal languages , such as Chinese Man-
darin , pitch information makes significant contribu-
tions to speech perception because in these languages

pitch variations convey different lexical meanings.
Several studies isolated the spect ral envelope cues and

found that the temporal envelope cues such as vowel

duration and amplitude contours did contribute to

M andarin tone recognition
[ 7—11]

.This contribution ,
while signif icant , was relatively weak when the mo re

salient pitch information evoked by fundamental f re-
quency and its harmonics w as present[ 12] .Therefore ,
how to convey pitch info rmation more effectively to

CI users becomes a research focus at the moment.

Tw o research directions w ere dedicating to en-
hance the speech processing st rategy of cochlear im-
plant.One w as to improve the existent st rateg ies

adopted by clinical products , focusing on enhancing

the ex traction and encoding of temporal envelope cues

corresponding to fundamental f requency (F 0)
[ 13—16]

.
However , these algori thms did no t additionally en-
code the spect ral information such as F 0 direct ly .

The other research direction focused on building

novel algorithms of speech processing w hich not only

conveyed the temporal envelop cues but also conveyed

spect ral info rmation to enhance the speech recognit ion

abilities of CI users.Chen et al.[ 17] and Nie et al.[ 18]

derived amplitude modulation (AM)and frequency

modulation(FM)signals f rom sounds and conducted

acoustic simulation experiments in no rmal-hearing



subjects.They found that the additional encoding of

FM signif icantly enhanced speech recogni tion in

noise.Lan et al.
[ 19]

developed a novel algo rithm by

ex tracting and encoding both the envelopes of narrow-
band signals and fundamental f requency (F 0)of the

speech signal.F 0 was used to modulate the center

frequency of sinusoidal w aves in acoustic simulation

experiments.This algo rithm produced significant im-
provement in perception of M andarin.All these re-
searches made suggestions to f requency-modulate the

fixed pulse-rate carrier with the ex tracted spect ral in-
formation.But the details of how to encode the spec-
tral information by changing electric-stimulus pulse

rate have no t go t further study.

In the present paper , we discuss how to encode

the tonal informat ion (especially F 0)of M andarin at

different electric-stimulus rates.To begin w ith , the
tone of monosy llable is piecew ise described using

“Chao tone let ters” for reference.Then the discern-
able stimulus rates are calculated using the fit ting of

the maximal elect ric-stimulus rate difference limen.
Finally , by initial classification , searching w idth defi-
nition and stimulus rates calculat ion , a novel 9-level
rate elect ric-stimulus algorithm of M andarin tone is

brought forw ard and subsequently verif ied by acoustic

simulation experiments.

1　Basic theory

1.1　The basic theory of elect ric hearing

Recent research on mechanism of human cochlea

reveals that sound vibrat ion propagates in the form of

t raveling w ave in cochlea.The normal pitch percep-
tion conveyed by place-pi tch theory and rate-pi tch
theo ry are the basis of speech processing algori thms.
　　

Place-pitch theory , referred to as “place code” as

well , is to stimulating different places in cochlea us-
ing elect ric pulse t rains , which engenders dif ferent

pitch feelings.The closer the elect rode is to the top of

cochlea , the lower the pitch feeling comes f rom the

elect ric stimuli.It is the very principle used by most

modern cochlear implants to t ransmit temporal envel-
op of speech signals.After sampling and pretreat-
ment , the speech signals are divided into several f re-
quency bands through a filter bank.The band of low

frequency corresponds to the channel w hich stimulates

the top of the cochlea while the high part corresponds

to the channel w hich stimulates the bot tom of i t(see
Fig.1).

Fig.1.　Functional block diagram of speech processing algori thm of modern cochlear implant.

　　Rate-pitch theo ry , referred to as “ temporal

code” as well , is that if the same place in the cochlea

is stimulated , dif ferent rates of stimulation w ill bring

different pitch perceptions.Pitch increases w ith elec-
tric pulse rate.Fo r electrical pi tch perception , the

applicability of this theory is limited in the range of

lower than 300 —500 Hz.

Because of the implement of fixed-rate elect ric

stimulation , most algorithms adopted by present

cochlear implants have yet made use of rate-pitch the-
ory .The detailed method of how to encode the elec-
t ric stimulus rate modulated by the tonal informat ion

such as F 0 has no t come forth yet , though the impor-
tance of this theory to speech frequency encoding was

brought forw ard in some research papers[ 17—19] .

1.2　Chao tone let ters

Mandarin has four tones.And the same conso-
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nant-vowel syllable could convey dif ferent lexical

meanings depending on the fundamental f requency

variations.As a relative pitch variation , the most

general w ay to describe numerically the tone of Man-
darin is using a sy stem known as the “Chao tone let-
ters”[ 20] which enlightens the algorithms encoding

electric pulse rate.In fact these are numbers , not let-
ters.And they divide the natural pitch range of nor-
mal speaking voice into five levels.The highest level

calls 5 deg ree;the mid-high level calls 4 degree;the
middle calls 3;the mid-low calls 2;the low est calls

1.Each syllable is given zero to three digits.Zero
digi ts means the sy llable has no phonological tone.
Most syllables are given tw o digits , one for starting

pitch and one for ending pitch.Three digits are used

for tones which change direction in the middle of the

sy llable so that the pitch of the peak o r t rough must

be indicated.For instance , four tones in M andarin

are flatting tone , rising tone , falling-rising tone and

falling tone.Fig .2 shows the pitch variety by “Chao
tone letters” .

Fig.2.　The sketch map of the pi tch variety by “Chao tone let-

ters” .

It has been proved that it is the relat ive pitch

variation depending on the contour changes of F 0 that

determines the tone of Mandarin , not the absolute

v alue of F0
[ 21] .Therefo re , when the electric-stimu-

lus encoding algorithm is designed , the mode of varia-
tion of relative pitch rather than the absolute value of

F 0 should be considered.

2　The algorithm of encoding Mandarin tonal

information in electric-stimulus pulse train

The algo rithm of encoding M andarin tonal infor-
mation in elect ric-stimulus pulse t rain is based on the

analy sis of the place-pitch theory , the rate-pitch theo-
ry , the clinical data of electric hearing and the “Chao
tone letters” as w ell.

2.1 　The fit ting of maximal discernable elect ric-
stimulus rate difference limen

The rising rates of electric stimulus in CI can en-
gender rising pitch feeling s.However , the CI users

could not detect the stimulus rates which are varying

continuously.In o rder to encode the tonal informa-
tion using this discerning ability it is important to

measure the discrimination of stimulus rate exactly .

The literature[ 22] sy stematically changed the

stimulus rate on a single electrode pair and measured

the stimulus rate difference limen of eight channels in

four CI users.Conclusions could be draw n from those

measurements that the stimulus rate difference limen

increased w ith the elect ric stimulus rate.This t rend

could be accurately described by an exponential func-
tion:

y = Ae
Bx
, (1)

where x is the elect ric-stimulus rate , y is the co rre-
sponding rate difference limen.To ensure that the

rate variation could be discerned by most of CI users ,
it is necessary to t race out the maximal difference li-
men of elect ric-stimulus rate.The curve of the maxi-
mal difference limen could be presented by adding a

parameter R :

y = Ae
Bx
+R , (2)

where the constants A , B and R could be obtained

from large numbers of clinical data.And these pa-
rameters are A=8.3 , B =0.0092 , R =6 acco rding

to those 8 measurements.Fig.3 show s the rate dis-
crimination as a function of stimulus rate.

Fig.3.　T he f it ting curves of maximal diff erence limen of elect ric-

st imulus rate.The fuscous curve is exponent ially fi tt ed w ith param-
eters w hile the curves of light color are coming f rom the measure-

ment of experiments.

The maximal difference limen of elect ric-stimu-
lus rate calculated according to the curve decides the
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interv al of stimulus rate' s variation.So the different

and discernable st imulus rates (beginning at 50 Hz)
were calculated as follow s:

[ 50 70 92 118 150 190 240 325 500] Hz.(3)

In this w ay , the stimulus rates are divided into 9

g roups , each of w hich is discernable by CI users.
These 9 groups are called “9 levels” , from the slowest

to the fastest called 1st level , 2nd level , ..., 9th

level respectively.

2.2　The 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus algori thm

Enlightened by “Chao tone let ters” which nu-
merically describe the tones of M andarin , the self-
adaptive 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus algorithm could

be performed referring to the discernable st imulus

rates of CI users.The Functional block diagram of

the algorithm is as follows(Fig.4).

Fig.4.　Functional block diagram of the 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus algorithm.

　　In the first stage of the algo rithm , the smooth

curve of F 0 was ext racted f rom speech signals.Then
the input signals could be self-adaptively classified ac-
co rding to the initial value of F0.Taking into account

voice features of different kinds of persons , the gener-
al principle of classification is as follows:

F0

F0 ≤170 Hz class 1

170 Hz <F0 ≤300 Hz class 2

300 Hz <F0 class 3

. (4)

On the whole , class 1 covers the range of F 0 in

adult males , class 2 the range of F0 in adult females

and class 3 that in children.Different classifications

correspond to different initial stimulus rates:class 1

corresponds to 4th level and class 2 to 5th , class 3 to

6th.Therefore , part ial tone colo rs are divided into

different classes to t ransmit w hen the stimulus rates

are encoded.

After init ial classificat ion , the searching gap of

each class should be defined according to the voice

range in F 0.The gap for searching is def ined as 10

Hz for class 1 and class 3 due to their dynamic ranges

of F0(about 50 Hz), i.e.changed in F0 for every 10

Hz would cause one level shif t in stimulus rates in di-
rect proportion.Similarly , the searching gap is de-
f ined as 20 Hz fo r class 2 due to it s dynamic range of

F 0(about 100 Hz).So the electric-stimulus pulse

rates vary w ith F 0.And in this w ay , the tonal infor-
mation of M andarin could be conveyed to CI users.

3　The evaluation of the 9-level rate electric-
stimulus algorithm

In this section , the acoustic simulation is adopt-
ed to simulate the actual tone feeling of CI users en-
gendered by the 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus algo-

rithm.The tone recogni tion ability in single channel

is evaluated in the acoust ic simulation experiments

based on 3 parts:the theories of acoustic simulat ion

model , speech audiometry by normal-hearing subjects

and fit ting of the function of pitch estimates and elec-
t ric-stimulus rates.

3.1　The f itt ing of the function of the elect ric-stimu-
lus rates and pitch estimates

The function relationship betw een elect ric-stimu-
lus pitch magnitude and stimulus rates of 8 channels

of 4 CI users w as measured by Zeng[ 22] .The results

show ed that pitch approximately linearly increased

w ith stimulus rate up to roughly 300 Hz and slow ly

increased w ith stimulus rate ranging from 300 to 500

Hz , but saturated w ith further increases in st imulus

rate.So based on the theories of acoustic simulation ,
various pitch feeling s of CI users could be simulated

using sine w aves of dif ferent frequencies according to

the fit ting curve of pitches and rates.Given the est i-
mates of elect ric-stimulus pi tch magnitude bo th at

starting and ending points the relationship between

the pi tch magnitude and stimulus rates could be got

simply using linear fit ting.It is supposed here by

psychophysics experiments[ 2] that the starting point

w ith stimulus rate of 50 Hz is approximately the pi tch

magnitude estimated in sine w ave of 100 Hz , while
the end point w ith stimulus rate of 300 Hz is appro xi-
mately the pitch magnitude estimated in sine w ave of

3000 Hz.When the stimulus rates are higher mo re

than 500 Hz the pi tches are approximately the pi tch

in sine w ave of 3500 Hz.Hereby , the fi tting funct ion

of the estimates of electric-st imulus pi tch magni tude

and stimulus rates is found(Fig.5).

Sine waves in dif ferent f requencies are calculated

to simulate dif ferent pi tch estimates referenced to the
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Fig.5.　The fit ting function of the estimates of electric-stimulus

pi tch magnitude and stim ulus rates.

function of the two.The frequencies of sine waves

calculated f rom the 9-level stimulus rates in Formula

(3)are:
[ 100 311 543 817 1155 1576 2104 3000 3500] Hz.

(5)

And these sine w aves will be further used in a-
coustic simulation of elect ric-stimulus pi tch feeling in

the following step.

3.2 　The evaluation of acoustic simulation experi-
ments

Based on the principle of acoustic simulation and

the data calculated f rom Formulae(3)and(5), pi tch
feelings of CI users coming from the elect ric st imulus

at dif ferent rates could be simulated using sine w aves

in different f requencies.The lasting time of sine sig-
nals and that of the original speech in F 0 in the same

searching gap w as made identical corresponding ly.
Then the simulated voices were gained through link-
ing sine w aves according to different levels in time se-
quence.And then the acoustic simulation experiments

of normal-hearing listeners were perfo rmed to get the

results w hich supposed to be correlative w ith the clin-
ical results.

The time-f requency distribution of 4-tone simu-
lated voices of adult male “ hen” (f lat ting tone),
“hen”(rising tone), “ hen”(falling-rising tone)and

“hen”(falling tone)is show n in Fig .6.The starting

point of the voices was defined as 10 ms for every

reco rd.

Fig.6.　The t ime-f requency dist ribution of adult male “ hen”(f lat ting tone), “hen”(ri sing tone), “ hen”(falling-rising tone), and “ hen”

(f alling tone).
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　　Based on the methods of acoustic simulation

mentioned above , speech materials f rom 120 subjects

(40 pieces f rom adult male , 40 from adult female and

40 from children)were designed to measure tonal

feeling s in acoustic simulation experiments.

Twenty-five young native Mandarin speakers

w ho were reported w ith normal hearing participated

in this experiment.All tests w ere carried out in a qui-
et laborato ry.And the simulation sounds w ere pre-
sented to listeners through a Sennheiser HD457 head-
phone.Sy llable segments with dif ferent tones were

chosen at random w ith the sampling f requency of 16

kHz.The tones were equally dist ributed w ith 40 syl-
lable segments fo r each of the 4 tones.This experi-
ment w as close-set w ith four multiple choices fo r each

subject.

The acoustic simulat ions contained 5 parts:ex-
periment introduction , 4-tone audition , pre-experi-
ment and Mandarin tone experiment.The method

and signification were explained in the int roduction

part.And in 4-tone audition , 5 simulated subjects of

each tone w ere played fi rst.Then the audi tion mate-
rials were played tw ice in the sequence of flat ting

tone , rising tone , falling-rising tone and falling tone.
The pre-experiment w as designed to test w hether the

subjects w ere M andarin professionals.In this part ,
each subject played only once and the participants

w ere required to pick out w hat tone they had heard

on the answ er sheets.Only those participants with

recognit ion rate higher than 90%would be considered

as M andarin professionals and be admit ted to further

simulation experiments.In the Mandarin tone experi-
ment , 120 simulated subjects of different tones in

random were played to evaluate the ef fectiveness of

the 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus algorithm.And the

recognit ion scores of tones w ere def ined as the rat ios

of the number of correct subjects to the number of to-
tal subjects.

4　Results

The 4-tone recognition scores of the experiments

w ere 99.7%±0.81%, 98.7%±1.27%, 99.2%±
2.53% and 99.7%±1.08% fo r each tone subject

respectively.Such a conclusion could be draw n from

the results that the novel 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus

algori thm , which was based on piecewise encoding

the tone of monosy llable and calculating the elect ric-
stimulus rate dif ference limen to define the searching

gap and stimulus rate , could gain inspiring effects by

ext ract ing and encoding the addi tional tonal informa-
tion according to the F 0 variation.

5　Discussion

Acoustic simulation experiments of speech pro-
cessing algorithms in CI have been conducted by

many investigato rs w ith normal hearing subjects.A-
coustic simulations provide control over the experi-
mental parameters , allow ing for fixed condi tions a-
mong all of the subjects.Using acoustic simulat ion

experiments enables the mitig at ion of the o ther ex ter-
nal factors , varying only the parameter of interest

during testing.Select ing acoustic simulat ion experi-
ments to investigate speech recognition in cochlear

implants is a w idely used and w ell accepted experi-
mental method.Many developments in CI have been

made using acoustic simulation[ 23—26] .

The novel 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus algori thm

can be applied to electric-stimulus encoding of not on-
ly F 0 variation but also other spectral info rmation of

w hich changing range is similar to those of F 0 of

speech signals.For instance , the frequency modula-
tion (FM)cues were ext racted in Refs.[ 17 , 18] .
The FM information is similarly encoded to modulate

the electric-stimulus pulse rate.Because of the similar

f requent changing arranged to F 0 , the 9-level rate

elect ric-stimulus algorithm can also be applied to slow

variation information such as FM information.

How ef fective of the 9-level rate electric-st imulus

algorithm depends on the accuracy of F 0 ex t raction.
F0 can be ex tracted by either time-domain techniques

or f requency-domain techniques.Time-domain tech-
niques have simple computing capabili ty and less

memory occupation.But their accuracies are easily af-
fected by noise.There are exiting algorithms[ 27 , 28]

which fulf ill this task at acceptable levels in moderate-
ly noisy conditions.

Because the intonation is perceptible mainly

through F0 , this 9-level rate elect ric-stimulus alg o-
rithm can also be applied to continuous Mandarin

speech processing if the F 0 is accurately ext racted.

The previous wo rk[ 29 , 30] also put fo rw ard some meth-
ods of F 0 ex traction w hich can be applied to encode

the intonation of continuous speech signals w ith elec-
t ric-st imulus to enhance the recognition ability of

w ords and sentences in M andarin.

In practical applications , a certain electrode can
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be choseh to deliver tonal information w hile the others

still deliver temporal envelope informat ion.With the

integrat ion of the contributions of place-pitch theory

and rate-pitch theory by conveying temporal envelope

information and spect ral tonal information , the speech

recognition ability of CI users might be enhanced , es-
pecially for those w hose tonal language is M andarin.
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